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a b s t r a c t
Cross-linking of silica aerogels with organic polymers is an effective way to overcome their fragility and
poor mechanical properties. It has also been shown that adjusting the nanoskeleton of silica aerogels
using different silica precursors can lead to improved mechanical properties, mesoporosity and thermal
conductivity. In this paper, the effect of the incorporation of 1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane (BTMSH) and
1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)-benzene (BTESB) into the underlying silica structure of tri-methacrylate crosslinked silica aerogels is examined. In order to attain a simple, cost and time effective procedure, the
sol–gel process and addition of organic monomers are performed in one single step. The effect of the
amount of silicon derived from alkyl-linked and aryl-linked bis-silane precursors as well as the effect
of the cross-linker concentration on the mechanical strength, thermal conductivity, porosity and other
properties of the synthesized aerogels are studied. Different reinforced silica aerogels with density range
from 0.13 to 0.39 g cm3, compression strength from 11 to 400 kPa and thermal conductivity of 0.039–
0.093 W m1 K1 were obtained. The cross-linked aerogels made by replacing 5–10 mol% of total silicon
by BTESB showed a drastic improvement in their surface area and thermal insulation properties along
with an increase in the mechanical strength. The surface area and thermal insulation improvements
obtained for aryl-bridged polysiloxanes were attributed to the aryl spacer within the aerogels body,
which leads to aerogel with high extent of porosity or pore volume when compared to the alkyl-bridged
polysiloxanes.
Therefore, for the ﬁrst time we were able to show the dependency of thermal conductivity values on
the silica structure by proper designing the mesoporosity of the resulting aerogels.
Ó 2014 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The low values of thermal conductivity, very low density,
extreme porosity and high speciﬁc surface area make silica aerogels attractive materials for a number of aerospace and industrial
applications [1]. Examples of these applications involve the use
of silica aerogels for environment clean up and protection [2–4],
battery electrodes [5], catalyst supports [6], oxygen and humidity
sensors [7], aerosol particle collectors [8], space mirror protectors
and others [9,10]. The majority of silica aerogel applications concerned the development of efﬁcient thermal insulator materials,
especially for building, aeronautical and aerospace domains [11–
14]. But these applications have been limited by the network
fragility of silica aerogels, i.e., their weak mechanical properties.
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Therefore, in order to have silica aerogels with a wide range of
applications, mechanically more robust aerogels are needed. Different approaches have been explored to improve the mechanical
properties of silica aerogels [15], such as structural reinforcement
using ﬂexible silica precursors in the silica gel backbone [16–19],
conformal coating of the silica backbone through cross-linking
their surface with polymers [20–23], dispersing different ﬁber networks in the initial sol of the silica aerogel, etc. [24]. In principle,
the most effective methods to improve the ﬂexibility or elastic
recovery in silica aerogels consist in the integration of organic
compounds in the inorganic part of silica aerogels, resulting in
hybrid silica aerogels. This can be achieved by, ﬁrstly modifying
the surface chemistry of the silica network with appropriate functional groups and then growing the polymer from the modiﬁed
surface. This strategy allows to produce a conformal polymer coating on the secondary silica nanoparticles and, therefore, results in
the increasing of the connectivity between the silica nanoparticles,
which strengthens the aerogel [11]. Until now, several polymeric
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Acronyms
AIBN
BTMSH
BTESB

2,20 -azobis(2 methylpropionitrile)
1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane
1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)benzene

systems, such as epoxide, polyurea, polyurethane, poly (methyl
methacrylate), polyacrylonitrile and polystyrene have been applied
to reinforce silica aerogels [25–28]. Such approaches lead to the
development of strong silica aerogels with mechanical strength
from 1.24 to 261 MPa. However, the increase of the network
connectivity caused by the polymerization reactions leads to a
drastic increase in the density (0.5–0.8 g/cm3), lowering the
speciﬁc surface area and, consequently, increasing the thermal
conductivity [15].
In the present work, the general goal is to synthesis strong aerogels with reasonable mechanical strength, densities and thermal

TMOS
Tetramethylorthosilicate
TMSPM 3-(trimethoxysilyl propyl) methacrylate

conductivities as low as possible in order to meet the requirement
for aerospace applications. In order to compensate for the increase
in the backbone thermal conductivity due to the cross-linking, we
changed the microstructure pattern of the silica aerogels by cogelation of the silica backbone with the alkyl-linked bis-silane
1,6-bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane, BTMSH, and the aryl-linked bissilane 1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)-benzene, BTESB. Recently, Randall
et al. [11] investigated the aerogels made by different alkyl-linked
bis-silane precursors with different lengths of the spacer groups
(bridges), in order to tailor the elastic properties of the reinforced
aerogels. The purpose of this research was to promote ﬂexibility/

Fig. 1. Three proposed molecular structures of methacrylate-modiﬁed silica aerogels: (a) methacrylate-modiﬁed aerogel without bridging groups ([Bis-silane] = 0%), (b)
methacrylate-modiﬁed aerogel with a part of the total silicon derived from BTMSH, (c) methacrylate-modiﬁed aerogel with a part of the total silicon derived from BTESB.
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elasticity in the aerogel as well as to achieve higher compression
strength by the polymer reinforcement. They indicated that the
hexyl-linked bis-silane BTMSH, was the most effective of the bissilanes tested due to the results of higher mass yield and elastic
recovery. However, no special attention was given to thermal conductivity of this type of aerogels. On the other hand, until now,
there is no report in the literature focused in the relative merit of
a bis-silane type precursor having an aryl spacer, when compared
to other types of bridged bis-silane. Loy et al. and Shea et al. [29–
31] made extensive studies on arylene-bridged polysiloxanes and
concluded that, aryl-bridged precursors lead to the aerogels with
less shrinkage and therefore more controlled porosity when compared to the aerogels derived from alkyl-linked bis-silanes. However, they did not make any systematic comparative report about
their mechanical and thermal insulation properties.
The particular focus of this work is the synthesis and mechanical reinforcement of silica aerogels with alkyl and aryl moieties, in
order to study the role of the underlying silica backbone on the
resulting properties of aerogels in a single type of polymerization.
The BTESB precursor contains a rigid aryl group that does not
favour the elasticity of the aerogel. In the present work, we introduced this precursor in a very low concentration (up to 10 mol% of
the total silicon), in order to develop aerogels with open porous
structures, which favour higher thermal insulation performance.
The improvement for compression strength was obtained by polymer cross-linking. In order to react the inorganic silica backbone
with an organic component (multi-functional methacrylate), we
modiﬁed the surface chemistry of the silica aerogels with methacrylate-containing silica precursors, through co-condensation of core
silica precursors namely TMOS (Tetramethylorthosilicate) and aryl
or alkyl linked bis-silanes with TMSPM (3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl
methacrylate). Fig. 1 presents the proposed molecular structures
of nonreinforced surface modiﬁed silica aerogels with the three different underlying silica structures prepared in this work.
The selected organic monomer is a multifunctional methacrylate, which can cause extensive branching and reinforcement.
Therefore, an increased compressive strength of the aerogel monoliths is expected with an approximately constant overall intrinsic
ﬂexibility of the silica backbone.
Since, the tri-methacrylate cross-linker is soluble in methanol
(gelation solvent), we added the organic monomer to the gelation
solvent in the initial step of preparation of the sol. Then, polymerization occurs after the sol–gel process by applying post-gelation thermal treatment. Such a one pot strategy leads to a signiﬁcant
simpliﬁcation in the synthesis of silica composites and reduced
the total preparation time of silica monoliths to approximately
two days, which is a drastic reduction when compared to the multistep traditional approaches to prepare isocyanate and styrene crosslinked silica aerogels [32,33,27,34]. Additionally, the presence of the
monomer inside of silica gel monolith causes less consumption of
the solvent during the post-gelation treatment, therefore to some
extent leads to less energy and raw material consumption [15].
In this study, we evaluated the effect of different critical factors
on some selected physicochemical properties of resulting aerogels.
Such an experimental design was a starting point to understand
the relation between the variations of each factor and the target
properties of the silica aerogels for further exploration.

tris[2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl]isocyanurate, 2,20 -azobis(2-methylpropionitrile) (98%; AIBN), 1,4-bis(triethoxysilyl)-benzene (96%; BTESB)
and acetone were purchased from Aldrich. 1,6-Bis(trimethoxysilyl)hexane (98%; BTMSH) was purchased from Cymit. All reagents
were used without further puriﬁcation.
2.2. Methods
2.2.1. General
Variables used in this study include the bis-silane type (BTMSH,
BTESB), the mole fraction of the total silicon derived from BTMSH
and BTESB (note that these precursors contribute with two silicon
atoms in every molecule, and the rest of the silicon is derived from
TMOS and TMSPM). By keeping the amount of silicon derived from
TMSPM as 20 mol% of total silicon for the whole formulation, the
amount of silicon derived from BTMSH varied from 0 (named as
aerogel without bridging group), to 20 and 40 mol%; in the aerogel
derived from BTESB, the amount of silicon from this procedure had
values of 0, 5 and 10 mol% of the total silicon.
The amount of tris[2-(acryloyloxy)ethyl] isocyanurate cross-linker (tri-methacrylate) was another variable, given as mole fraction
to TMSPM. It is assumed that each tri-methacrylate cross-linker
molecule reacts with the methacrylate groups of three TMSPM
molecules via radical polymerization. Hence, a [Tri-meth]/
[TMSPM] molar ratio (R) of 0.3 is stoichiometric, whereas ratios
of 0.6 and 2 represent an excess of monomer.
For the water/total silicon mole ratio, r, a value of 2 is normally
considered as a stoichiometric value for hydrolysis and condensation of TMOS [35]. However, an excess of water is usually needed
to complete the reaction. In this study, r was kept constant at a
value of 4 for all formulations. Table 1 summarizes the deﬁned
parameters of this study, with their levels, and the speciﬁc nomenclature used in this paper.
2.2.2. Preparation of polymer-reinforced silica aerogels
To illustrate, a typical procedure is outlined for a formulation
with total silicon concentration of 1.3 mol/L in the sol, a TMSPM
Si fraction of 20 mol%, a BTMSH Si fraction of 40 mol% and the
tri-methacrylate monomer in a 0.3 to 1 ratio to TMSPM (Run:
B_40_R_0.3)-see Table 2 in Section 3. A solution of 1.52 mL
(10.56 mmol) of TMOS, 1.74 mL (10.56 mmol) of BTMSH, and
1.23 mL (5.2 mmol) of TMSPM was cooled to below 0 °C in an ethanol mixed dried-ice bath (Solution 1). Solution 2 was prepared by
adding 12.9 mL of gelation solvent (methanol), 0.73 g of tris[2(acryloyloxy)ethyl] isocyanurate monomer, 1.9 mL of H2O (r = 4),
0.7 mL of NH4OH and 0.07 g of AIBN (formulated to 10 wt% of
the organic monomer). The two solutions were mixed and poured
into two propylene cylindrical molds, nominally with 17.2 mm in
diameter. The gels were formed within 5 min to 2 h depending
on the formulation. After aging for 24 h, the wet gel was demolded

Table 1
Synthesis parameters of reinforced silica aerogels.
Parameters

Levels

Nomenclature

Bis-silane types

BTMSH
BTESB
–
0.3
0.6
2
0%
20%
40%
0%
5%
10%

B
Bz
Nb
R_0.3
R_0.6
R_2
Nb
B_20
B_40
Nb
Bz_5
Bz_10

R = [Tri-meth]/[TMSPM] Molar ratio

2. Experimental
2.1. Materials
Tetramethylorthosilicate (P99%; TMOS), 3-(trimethoxysilyl)propyl methacrylate (98%; TMSPM), ammonium hydroxide
(NH4OH; 28–30 wt% solution), methanol (MeOH), ethanol (EtOH),

[BTMSH] Si mol%

[BTESB] Si mol%
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Table 2
Measured properties of polymer reinforced aerogels.
Sample

Density
(g cm3)

Shrinkage
(Diam.%)

Average
elastic
modulus
(kPa)

Thermal
conductivity
(W m1 K1)

Average
max.
stress at
break
(kPa)

Nb_R_0.3

0.173
0.189
0.183
0.187
0.290
0.240
0.141
0.162
0.197
0.188
0.271
0.314
0.220
0.213
0.220
0.192
0.390
0.330
0.129
0.143
0.144
0.149
0.314
0.318
0.167
0.163
0.179
0.175
0.250
0.295

9
10
12
18
17
20
5
8
8
11
14
12
14
12
11
14
15
16
6
10
11
15
13
13
12
12
14
13
10
12

1.73

0.044
0.046
0.0548
0.0512
0.0938
0.0925
0.044
0.047
0.052
0.050
0.053
0.053
0.065
0.067
0.067
0.068
0.089
0.085
0.039
0.042
0.039
0.043
0.051
0.053
0.039
0.038
0.049
0.048
0.050
0.054

22.8

Nb_R_0.6
Nb_R_2
B_20_R_0.3
B_20_R_0.6
B_20_R_2
B_40_R_0.3
B_40_R_0.6
B_40_R_2
Bz_5_R_0.3
Bz_5_R_0.6
Bz_5_R_2
Bz_10_R_0.3
Bz_10_R_0.6
Bz_10_R_2

0.93
3.33
0.95
0.93
6.77
2.74
2.27
5.96
1.11
1.17
5.42
1.44
0.74
3.61

137.0
257.0
25.0
32.2
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to promote free radical polymerization of organic monomers inside
the pores of the wet gel with silica surface functionalities. After
cross-linking, in order to remove residual water and ethanol, the
samples were washed three times with the gelation solvent, giving
an 8 h interval between each washing step, and, then the cylindrical wet gels were placed carefully in a cylindrical supercritical ﬂuid
extraction chamber. In this step, before drying with supercritical
CO2, the samples were washed with methanol in order to guarantee the puriﬁcation of monoliths. Unreacted silica precursors and
organic residues were eliminated by passing the solvent through
the monoliths for 1 h with a mass ﬂow rate of 2 mL/min and a
chamber pressure of 200 bar under constant temperature of
40 °C. Then, the samples were exposed to the ﬂow of supercritical
CO2 for 90 min, having a mass ﬂow rate of 5 mL/min and a CO2 volume of 51 L (STP).

400.0
213.0
248.0
270.0
17.7
87.8
131.0
10.7
78.7

2.2.3. Preparation of nonreinforced silica aerogels
The nonreinforced aerogel for the same proportion of silica
precursors was prepared following the similar procedure to that
described above. In this case, the addition of the monomer and
radical initiator to the Solution 2, as well as the polymerization
reaction step were eliminated. After the gelation of the samples
and 24 h aging, they were demolded and washed three times with
the methanol. After, the wet gels were dried using supercritical CO2
ﬂuid extraction under the conditions explained for their reinforced
counterparts. Fig. 2 presents brieﬂy the whole chemical procedure
to develop cross-linked and non-cross-linked aerogels.
2.3. Characterization techniques

279.0

and placed in a cylindrical reaction ﬂask, containing enough ethanol solvent to cover the gel and the same concentration of initiator
used in the gelation step. The sample was reﬂuxed at 70 °C, for 6 h,

Solid 29Si and 13C NMR spectra of the aerogels were obtained by
using an Inova 500 spectrometer using a 4 mm solids probe with
cross-polarization and magic angle spinning at 11 kHz.
The bulk density (qb) was determined by measuring the weight
and volume of the sample. Dimensional shrinkage (%) is taken as
the difference between the diameters of the aerogel monolith

Fig. 2. Practical approach to the synthesis of polymer-reinforced and nonreinforced silica aerogels.
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and of the 20 mL syringe mold (nominally 17.2 mm). He picnometry (Accupyc 1330, Micromeritics) was used to measure the real
(skeleton) density of the samples. Combining the information of
the skeleton and bulk densities, it is possible to evaluate the porosity of the samples. In addition, we used the Nitrogen gas adsorption
(Accelerated Surface Area and Porosimetry ASAP 2000, Micromeritics)
for determination of the speciﬁc surface area, pore size distribution, pore surface area and pore volume of the material. Before
the analysis, the sample was outgassed at 60 °C in vacuum
(105 bar) during 24 h, to remove adsorbed species. In the analysis,
volumes of the adsorbed nitrogen at ﬁve different relative pressures (0.05 to 0.2) were taken at 77 K, to obtain the speciﬁc surface
area by the BET theory. The desorption isotherm and the BJH theory were used for the porosimetry measurements.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (JMS-5310, JOEL) was used
to observe the materials microstructure. Due to the low electrical
conductivity of the highly porous silica-based samples, an Au ﬁlm
was deposited on their surface, using the PVD (Physical Vapor
Deposition) technique during 20 s.
For transmission electron microscopy (TEM), the specimens
have been prepared by cleaving a small section with a razor blade,
and then attaching this section to a copper-mesh TEM grid. Grids
were visualized with a microscope (JEOL JEM 1400), operated at
120 kV. Much of the specimens were too thick for analysis, but
the thin edges were electron transparent.
The thermal conductivity of the reinforced aerogels was measured using a transient method (Thermal constants analyzer TPS
2500 S, Hot Disk). The sensor is clamped between two identical disc
shaped pieces of the sample, which have a diameter of 1 cm and
thickness of 0.5 cm (properly cut from the cylindrical aerogel samples). This analysis was carried out at 20 °C and the equipment presents a reproducibility and accuracy over 1% and 5%, respectively.
Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) was performed using a TA
model TGA-Q500 instrument with a heating rate of 10 °C min1,
from room temperature to 600 °C in a nitrogen atmosphere. This
equipment allowed the evaluation of the weight contribution of
the cross-linker in the materials. In addition, a simultaneous differential thermal analyzer (SDT), SDT-Q600, from TA, was used to
obtain the complementary DSC curves, in order to better discuss
the nature of the thermal phenomena (endothermic or exothermic). The analyses in this equipment had the same operation
conditions as the TGA analyses.
For the mechanical test, samples were cut with dimensions
ratio of 2:1 (length: diameter), and were polished to make sure
that top and bottom side were smooth and parallel. The compression test was conducted following the ASTM standard D695-02a. All
tests were done at nominal room conditions with a stroke speed of
1.3 mm/min.

3. Results and discussion
Resulting properties of the synthesized polymer-reinforced and
nonreinforced aerogels monoliths under different preparation
conditions are presented in Tables 2 and 3, respectively.
For each formulation in Table 2, two independent replicates
were performed, and the density and thermal conductivity of all
obtained aerogels were measured. Comparing the results shown
in Table 2 with those on Table 3, it can seen that the density in
the aerogels has been inﬂuenced by the type and concentration
of the bis-silane as well as by the cross-linker concentration (in
the reinforced aerogels).
Mechanical strength of aerogels was improved by introducing
bis-silane precursors for the reinforced (Table 2) and nonreinforced
(Table 3) materials. It can also be seen that cross-linked aerogels
have improved in terms of structural integrity (or mechanical

Table 3
Measured properties of nonreinforced aerogels.
Sample

Density
(g cm3)

Shrinkage
(Diam.%)

Average
Elastic
Modulus
(kPa)

Thermal
Conductivity
(W m1 K1)

Average
Max. Stress
at break
(kPa)

Nb
B_20
B_40
Bz_10

0.243
0.192
0.185
0.145

28
15
10
20

–a
1.98
1.68
–a

–b
0.050
0.057
0.051

–a
32.1
10.0
–a

a

Samples are too fragile for measurement of this property.
Samples lose their monolithic structure, which hinders the measurement of
their thermal conductivity.
b

properties) compared to the nonreinforced counterparts. Basically,
in terms of BTMSH based aerogels and aerogels without bridgedbis-silane precursor in their underlying silica structure, the
mechanical properties improvement always is accompanied by
an increase in the network connectivity and, consequently, an
increase in the density and thermal conductivity. While, in terms
of BTESB based aerogels with comparable density, it has been
found that despite of macroscopic and microscopic mechanical
strength improvement upon cross-linking, the initial thermal insulation performance of native aerogels has been retained or, in most
of cases, to some extent has been even improved. Therefore, this
observation suggests the profound inﬂuence of the type of underlying silica and cross-linker on the aforementioned properties.
A deeper discussion of these results is carried out in the next
sections.

3.1. Chemical characterization
The chemical structures of prepared reinforced and nonreinforced silica aerogels have been conﬁrmed by solid 29Si NMR and
13
C NMR. Fig. 3 shows the proposed cross-linking strategies for
obtaining the silica aerogels of this study as well as the schematic
expected chemical structures.
Solid 29Si NMR spectra of selected reinforced aerogel samples
are shown in Fig. 4, along with that for the sample prepared from
plain TMOS only. As shown in Fig. 4a, TMOS-derived silicons
appear at 110 ppm (Q4, small peak), 100 ppm (Q3) and
95 ppm (Q2), which correspond to the formation of four, three
and two Si–O–Si bridges, respectively [25]. Fig. 4b shows the spectrum for monoliths without BTMSH or BTESB. Two broad peaks are
observed for TMSPM-derived silicon, a peak at 69 ppm (T3M peak)
and at 61 ppm (T2M peak). The peak T2M integrates about half of
the area of the peak T3M, indicating that 2/3 of TMSPM silicon
atoms had completely reacted. Spectrum of Fig. 4c belongs to the
silica aerogels with 40 mol% of silicon derived from BTMSH. In this
spectrum, the three broad additional peaks are due to the silicon
derived from BTMSH groups. Fully reacted BTMSH derived silicon
(T3B) appears at 67 ppm, while the T2B peak appears at
58 ppm and the T1B appears at 49 ppm [34]. Due to the strong
overlapping of T3B and T2B peaks with T3M and T2M, it is difﬁcult
to ﬁgure out the extent of reaction of the silicon atoms for BTMSH.
However, assuming the same extent of reaction for TMSPM as
spectra b and subtracting the T3M, T2M, it can be deduced that
the area of the T2B peak is to some extent larger than T3B. Therefore,
it can be concluded that more than half of BTMSH silicon atoms are
not fully reacted. Fig. 4d, shows the spectrum for monoliths with
10 mol% of silicon atoms derived from BTESB. Two broad and low
intense peaks are observed for BTESB-derived silicons, a peak at
78 ppm (T3Bz) and other at 71 ppm (T2Bz) [36]. The T2Bz peak
is strongly overlapped with the T3M and has slightly larger peak
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Fig. 3. Proposed cross-linking reaction for silica aerogels with different underlying silica structures.

Fig. 5. Solid 13C NMR spectra of aerogel samples (a) B_40, (b) B_40_R_0.3,
(c) B_40_R_2 and (d) Bz_10_R_2.

Fig. 4. Solid 29Si NMR spectra of aerogel samples formulated from (a) TMOS alone,
(b) Non-X-TMOS 80 mol% + TMSPMA 20 mol% (Nb), (c) Non-X-TMOS
40 mol% + BTMSH 40 mol% + TMSPMA 20 mol% (B_40), (d) Non-X-TMOS
70 mol% + BTESB 10 mol% + TMSPMA 20 mol% (Bz_10), (X = cross-linked).

area than T3BZ, which indicates a non-complete reaction of BTESB
within the aerogel monoliths.

Representative solid 13C NMR spectra of selected prepared aerogels are shown in Fig. 5a–d. The spectrum of Fig. 5a belongs to the
nonreinforced silica aerogels prepared with 40 mol% of silicon
derived from BTMSH. The broad peaks at 121 ppm, 134 ppm and
174 ppm belong to the aliphatic double bond and carbonyl bonds
of silica surface methacrylate group derived from TMSPM. The
methylene groups from hexyl link of BTMSH appear at 12, 22,
32 ppm (Fig. 5b and c), which are masked with other aliphatic carbon due to the polymerization. Fig. 5b and c belong to the formulations with the same underlying silica as in the spectrum of
Fig. 5a, but with cross-linking with tri-methacrylate, using R = 0.3
and R = 2, respectively. As it is clear, the aliphatic carbon double
bonds due to the silica surface methacrylate disappear in both
spectra. Instead, a peak at 150 ppm and the intense and overlapped
peak at 171 ppm, due the insertion of cyanurate groups and the
carbonyl bond of tri-methacrylate monomer, show up. However,
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Table 4
Water contact angles of selected nonreinforced and reinforced aerogels.
Bis-silane

Nb
Bz_10
B_40

Water contact angle (°)
R_0

R_0.3

R_2

0
130 ± 5
139 ± 3

30 ± 7
90 ± 8
102 ± 2

0
66 ± 6
76 ± 5

the spectrum at Fig. 5b indicates that the reinforced aerogel with
R = 0.3, due to the lower addition of cross-linker to the silica
surface, still has some unreacted carbon double bonds and the
intensity of the characteristic peak of cyanurate is very low. In
Fig. 5c the carbon double bonds were totally reacted and the peak
area of cyanurate is four times higher than the corresponding peak
area at Fig. 5b.
Fig. 5d belongs to the cross-linked aerogel with R = 2 and
10 mol% of silicon derived from BTESB. In this spectrum, with full
reaction of aliphatic carbon double bonds, the peak at 135 ppm is
the evidence of the insertion of aryl group of BTESB to the aerogels.
The peak area of the cyanurate group in this ﬁgure is about 1.5
times higher than the peak area of same group in the spectrum
of Fig. 5c. Therefore, it can be proved that, comparing with aerogel
samples with 40% BTMSH in their underlying silica network, the
extent of polymerization for the aerogel sample with 10 mol% of
silicon from BTESB is relatively high. Due to the lower introduced
amount of BTESB (maximum 5–10 mol% of silicon in each formulation) into the aerogel and its rigid nature, less steric hindrance and
less possible masking of silica surface functionality exists in such
an aerogel. Therefore, high accessibility of surface methacrylate
groups leads them to react easily with the cross-linker and, consequently, a higher extent of polymerization occurs. Finally, the peak
at 65 ppm for all spectra might be due to the presence of residual
methoxy groups during the incomplete hydrolysis of silica
precursors.
Hydrophobic/hydrophilic properties of some selected samples
were evaluated by studying their water contact angles. Table 4 presents the measured values for samples without bis-silane along
with samples containing 10% and 40 mol% of silicon derived from
BTESB and BTMSH at given R values (0.3 and 2), respectively. Basically, the native TMOS-derived aerogels of this study, upon exposure to water, tend to interact promptly with water molecules
and decompose thoroughly. However, by surface functionalization
of this aerogels or/and cross-linking with tri-methacrylate, this
effect has been slightly improved; after dispensing the water
droplets on the surface, they tend to make holes instead of the total
decomposition of the silica aerogel.
As expected, underlying silica has a major contribution on the
hydrophobic nature of the prepared aerogels. This can be conﬁrmed by the high contact angle for nonreinforced BTMSH (139°)
and BTESB (130°) derived gels, which indicates that the hexyl
and aryl groups are present in the surface and contribute to the

hydrophobic nature of the aerogels. Apart from the underlying
silica effect, the effect of R values on the contact angle of the
reinforced aerogels also is pronounced, indicating that the crosslinker of this study somehow suppresses the surface hydrophobicity upon coating the silica particles surface. However, despite of
the cross-linker interaction with water, the contact angle
measured here for the reinforced BTMSH derived aerogel
(B_40_R_0.3) is in good agreement with the contact angle of
styrene reinforced aerogels containing BTMSH precursors [34].
3.2. Physical and microstructural characterization
3.2.1. Density, porosity and dimensional changes
Fig. 6a shows the bulk density changes for tri-methacrylate
cross-linked and non-cross-linked aerogels with 0–40 mol% Si from
BTMSH and 5–10 mol% Si from BTESB versus the [tri-methacrylate]/[TMSPM] molar ratio. From this ﬁgure, as expected, with
increasing molar concentration of tri-methacrylate monomers,
the density increases, especially at a higher concentration of
BTMSH due to the insertion of additional mass of hexyl groups.
At the lowest concentration of tri-methacrylate monomer, due to
the little incorporation of cross-linker in the aerogels, almost similar densities are obtained for non-cross-linked and cross-linked
aerogels. Porosity always follows the opposite trend of density
and it is calculated by Eq. (1) from the measured bulk density
(qb) and the skeletal density (qs), being the second measured
by helium pycnometry.

Porosity ð%Þ ¼



1

qb



1

qs



1

qb



 100

ð1Þ

The results of skeletal density (qs) and measured porosity of
representative reinforced and nonreinforced aerogel samples are
indicated in Table 5.
Considering Eq. (1), the cross-linked samples of this study have
relatively open structure, for instance, the typical reinforced aerogel with average bulk density of qb = 0.390 g cm3 has 71% porosity, whereas with same underlying silica, the nonreinforced aerogel
with average density of qb = 0.185 g cm3 is 85% porous. Examining the porosity of some selected samples, it can be concluded that
the porosity decreases with increasing molar concentrations of
both BTMSH and tri-methacrylate cross-linker. Both density and
porosity of aerogels are a consequence of the dimensional shrinkage of the aerogel during the drying and processing steps. As indicated in Fig. 6b and Tables 2 and 3, all the aerogels of this study
present a dimensional shrinkage, from 6–18% for reinforced aerogels and 10–31% for nonreinforced aerogels. Though there is no
regular trend between the dimensional shrinkage and the synthesis parameters of the aerogels under study, it has been shown that
altering the silica backbone with bridged precursors leads to less
shrinkage. Basically, introducing the non-polar alkyl and aryl
bridged bis-silane precursors and the surface methacrylate groups

Fig. 6. (a) Bulk density changes and (b) dimensional shrinkage of aerogel samples with different mol% of Si from BTMSH and BTESB as a function of [Tri-meth]/[TMSPM]
molar ratio.
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Table 5
Surface area, porosity, skeletal density (qs), pore volume and average pore size values
for representative nonreinforced and reinforced samples.
Sample

Nb
Nb_R_0.3
Nb_R_2
B_40
B_40_R_0.3
B_40_R_0.6
B_40_R_2
Bz_10
Bz_10_R_0.3
Bz_10_R_2

BET
surface
area
(m2 g1)

Average
pore
diameter
(nm)

Pore
volume
(cm3 g1)

Porosity
(%)

qs

854.9
481.3
178.8
203.6
249.0
82.2
7.0
719.0
710.0
208.9

4.9
10.1
9.2
7.5
9.2
7.8
6.4
9.1
10.7
13.1

1.44
1.33
0.43
0.51
0.50
0.27
0.01
1.41
0.71
0.68

91
86
77
85
87
84
71
93
89
86

2.78
1.28
1.08
1.23
1.69
1.25
1.20
2.07
1.50
1.92

(g cm3)

into the nonreinforced aerogels leads to a decrease in the shrinkage. In fact, creation of silica surface with lack of Si-OH groups
by introducing alkyl/aryl bis-silane precursors and more
importantly by surface methacrylate functionality makes these
groups repel each other causing less shrinkage during the drying
stage. However, for reinforced samples, the shrinkage of the aerogels is inﬂuenced by both the introduction of bridged bis-silanes
and the concentration of the cross-linker. For instance, the sample
with 0% of bridged precursor and a R value of 2 exhibits higher
shrinkage during the course of drying and processing, which means
that alkyl and aryl linked bis-silane to some extent decrease the
shrinkage. In the other hand, for samples with the same underlying
silica backbone, increasing the cross-linker concentration leads to
an increase of the dimensional shrinkage. This is likely due to the
type of the multifunctional cross-linker on the silica surface, which
due to the high extent of polymerization and consequent steric
hindrance, leads to less spring back to the original dimension of
the aerogel.
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Representative cross-linked aerogels of the whole samples
made in this study are shown in Fig. 7. More transparent aerogels
could be prepared with lower concentration of bridged bis-silanes
and less extent of polymerization. But, stronger aerogels with high
structural integrity, handling and processing capability can be
obtained when higher extent of polymerization occurs on the silica
surface.

3.2.2. Micro and mesoporous structures of the developed aerogels
The porous nature of representative nonreinforced and reinforced aerogels was evaluated by nitrogen physisorption measurements. The details of pore size, pore volume and speciﬁc surface
area of the aerogels are presented at Table 5. Representative
isotherms of three types of reinforced aerogels along with their
pore size distributions are also shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively.
The speciﬁc surface areas and the pore size distributions were
evaluated from the adsorption and desorption branches of the
isotherms applying the Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) and
Barrett–Joyner–Halenda (BJH) methods, respectively. It was found
that the isotherms of the samples were of type IV, according to the
IUPAC classiﬁcation, which is a typical proﬁle for mesoporous
materials recognized by their characteristic hysteresis loop. The
decrease in adsorption value for whole reinforced aerogels is due
to the fact that the pore structure of aerogel is lost/closed by the
cross-linking with polymer. The results also show that the micro
and mesoporosities are also signiﬁcantly inﬂuenced by the underlying inorganic silica structures. For instance, the reinforced aerogels Bz_10_R_2, despite the higher extent of polymerization on
their surfaces (higher than the reinforced aerogel B_40_R_2, conﬁrmed by 13C NMR), show relatively higher adsorption volumes
and, consequently, higher speciﬁc surface areas. As explained by
Loy et al. this is probably due to the rigid nature of the aryl spacer,
which allows less dimensional shrinkage of the silica skeleton and,
therefore, less collapse of the pores occurs [29].

Fig. 7. Photographs of some of selected tri-methacrylate reinforced silica aerogel monoliths. (X = cross-linked).
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Fig. 8. (a) Comparative N2 sorption isotherms of selected (cross-linked) X-aerogels Nb_R_2, B_40_R_2 and Bz_10_R_2; the inset is the magniﬁed isotherm of B_40_R_2; (b)
BJH pore size distributions from the desorption branches of the isotherms for cross-linked aerogels Nb_R_2, B_40_R_2 and Bz_10_R_2.

As indicated in Table 5, in the reinforced aerogels, the size of the
pores decreases with cross-linking as the pores get gradually ﬁlled
by polymer. Therefore, the average pore diameter of native aerogel
samples generally is larger than pore diameters of their
corresponding reinforced aerogels. Fig. 8b indicates that the majority of the pores of the reinforced samples fall in the mesopores
region, with relatively few micropores. Although the most part of
microporosity is lost during the reinforcing process for aerogels
made with 10 mol% of Si from aryl bridged bis-silane, the diameter
of mesopores (peak) increases to 13.1 nm, due to the rigid nature of
aryl bridges and, then, probably to less shrinkage of aerogels
(specially at R = 2) during cross-linking and drying.
For further elaboration in terms of microstructure of the prepared aerogels, we also observed the scanning electron micrographs (SEM) of the selected samples. Fig. 9a–i reveals that all
aerogel networks appear as a 3D agglomerate of nanoparticles
and the microstructures of the native nonreinforced and poly-

mer-reinforced aerogels are not identical. The native TMOSderived aerogel network, Fig. 9a, has a more closed packed
arrangement of the secondary silica particles with few nanometers
size and high percentage of porosity. The incorporation of the
alkyl-bridged precursor (40 mol% of Si), Fig. 9b, leads to a network
with more open structure and larger pores sizes. The network of
the nonreinforced BTESB-derived aerogels also shows a uniform
arrangement of the secondary silica particles and a regular distribution of their mesoporosities, which was already conﬁrmed by
gas adsorption porosimetry.
In the aerogels that are cross-linked with polymer (R = 2),
regardless of the type of the underlying silica network, the microstructure patterns change and the network appears more collapsed
and dense – Fig. 9c, f and i. In these types of aerogel, the surface of
silica is subjected to higher extent of polymerization, which
resulted in silica aerogels with increased sizes of secondary silica
particles as well as the signiﬁcant loosing of ﬁne pore structures.

Fig. 9. Scanning electron microscopy images of selected nonreinforced and reinforced aerogels.
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This effect is not so notable in the reinforced aerogels with less
polymer (R = 0.3) – Fig. 9b, e and h. In fact, enhancing the crosslinker concentration from R = 0.3 to R = 2 leads to large number
of silica surface methacrylate groups to react with the cross-linker
and, then, causes pronounced differences in terms of the network
appearance.
For aerogels without alkyl or aryl bridges in their inorganic
underlying silica structures (Fig. 9b and c), increasing the crosslinker leads to a more compact structure with loss of the microporosity of the aerogel. But, overall, the concentration of crosslinker does not cause a marked difference in the microstructure
appearance of this type of aerogel. Instead, increasing the crosslinker concentration for both type of BTMSH and BTESB-derived
aerogels, as shown in Fig. 9e, f, h and i, respectively, leads to a
pronounced effect in terms of secondary silica particle sizes
and porosity arrangements. Indeed, the aerogels containing
bridged precursors, in higher cross-linker concentration, possess
larger clusters of silica nanoparticles with higher extent of
macroporosity in the network and some loss of their micro and
mesoporosity.
The porous texture of some selected samples is also well illustrated in Fig. 10a–c, which shows the transmission electron
microscopy (TEM) micrographs of BTMSH and BTESB based aerogels as well as for an aerogel without bridged bis-silane in its structure. The TEM images for aerogel samples show a porous
interconnected dendritic-type network structure, similar in nature
to the one commonly observed in conventional silica aerogels [37].
The average size of individual (secondary) particle appears to be
less than 10 nm for the aerogel without bis-silane. The introduction of BTESB and BTMSH bis-silanes to the silica structure leads
to an increase in the average size of secondary particles of the
order of 20 and 50 nm, respectively. The inset of magniﬁed section
of each image well illustrates the pearl necklace arranging the
semispherical connected silica secondary particles, which are
composed by silica primary nanoparticles with an average size in
the order of 1 nm, as suggested also elsewhere [38]. However,
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Fig. 10. TEM micrographs of selected (cross-linked) X-aerogels: (a) B_40_R_2, (b)
Bz_10_R_2, and, (c) Nb_R_2.

the secondary particles aggregated and make larger size clusters
of about 200, 100 and less than 100 nm for reinforced aerogels
B_40_R_2, Bz_10_R_2 and B_0_R_2, respectively.
3.3. Thermal stability
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and simultaneous TG/DSC
thermal analysis were conducted from ambient temperature to
600 °C. The native TMOS-derived aerogel loses up to 9% of its

Fig. 11. (a) TGA of native TMOS-derived aerogel along with simultaneous TG/DSC curves for methacrylate modiﬁed non-X-aerogels with different bridges within the silica
structure, (b) TG/DSC curves of tri-methacrylate cross-linked silica aerogels B_40_R_2, Bz_10_R_2 and neat polymer. TGA curves of tri-methacrylate cross-linked silica
aerogels containing (c) 40 mol% of Si from BTMSH and (d) 10 mol% of Si from BTESB with different R values, (heating rate: 10 °C/min) (X = cross-linked).
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weight at 73 °C due to the evaporation of physically adsorbed
water – Fig. 11a. This mass loss could also be implied for the loss
of the OH groups at the network ends. In this ﬁgure, the simultaneous TG/DSC curves indicate that B_40 loses 4% of weight at
67 °C and Bz_10 loses <1% of weight at 73 °C, due the evaporation
of adsorbed water in the network. These weight losses are accompanied by the endothermic peaks in the DSC curves at the same
temperature for both samples. The observed adsorbed water mass
losses indicate the ability of the TMOS-derived aerogels to retain
adsorbed water throughout processing and, more importantly,
can elucidate about the increase in the degree of hydrophobicity
of the ﬁnal aerogels when alkyl and aryl bridges are incorporated
in their microstructures. Further mass losses take place at 496 °C
due to the pyrolysis of the hexyl and silica surface methacrylate
groups, for B_40, and at 392 °C due to the pyrolysis of aryl groups
and silica surface methacrylate groups, for Bz-10. The small endothermic peaks at 518 °C for B_40 and at 425 °C for Bz_10 conﬁrm
the thermal decomposition of the organic content inside of these
aerogels.
The tri-methacrylate cross-linked B_40_R_2 aerogel loses all of
their cross-linker and hexyl groups at 392 °C, being slightly less
stable than the neat polymer that decomposes at 439 °C –
Fig. 11b. The DSC curves indicate that these mass losses are accompanied by a small endothermic peak at 477 °C, for B_40_R_2, and a
sharp and intense peak at 464 °C, for the neat polymer. In the trimethacrylate cross-linked Bz_10_R_2 aerogels, the decomposition
of polymer and aryl bridges occurs at 394 °C along with a slight
endothermic peak at 476 °C. In these composites, the incorporation
of aryl bridges leads to more stability of the aerogel composite
compared to the BTMSH contained aerogels.
In summary, the TG/DSC studies are describing that the aerogel
material absorbs heat during the observed mass losses. In other
words, basically, the chemical reactions that happen in these aerogel insulating materials during the heating process are endothermic processes [39].
After assigning the weight loss contributions of the underlying
silica at non-cross-linked aerogel, from Fig. 11a, the cross-linker

weight loss contributions at Fig. 11c and d can be obtained by subtracting these values from the overall weight loss of the aerogel
composite. Therefore, cross-linker contributions for the crosslinked BTMSH contained aerogels with R ratios of 0.3, 0.6 and 2
are 8.65%, 12.38% and 23.42% w/w (Fig. 11c), respectively. This
observation is in good agreement with increase in the bulk density
and decrease in the speciﬁc surface area of this type of aerogels
upon increasing cross-linker concentration.
The aryl groups, also, due to their intrinsic rigidity, and to some
extent less steric hindrance of the aerogel structure, favour the
accessibility of the monomer to the surface methacrylate groups.
Therefore, polymer content in these composites is 20.23%, 23.32%
and 31.66% w/w for aerogels with R ratios of 0.3, 0.6 and 2 –
Fig. 11d, respectively, which shows higher introduction of the
tri-methacrylate cross-linker in the aerogel than for the case in
which BTMSH is used.
In analogy with recent arguments that have been given by Ilhan
et al. [40] and Meador et al. [41], for epoxy and poly styrene reinforced aerogels, the average number of monomer units (Nt) in the
tri-methacrylate cross-linked aerogel samples can be calculated by
Eq. (2)..

Nt ¼

qb;crosslinked  qb;native
1

MW monomer  Scrosslinked  qb;crosslinked 106

ð2Þ

where S is the BET surface area, qb is the bulk density and assuming
that the monolayer coverage with a small molecule of monomer
requires 106 mol m2.
For tri-methacrylate cross-linked aerogel samples, including 0%
of bis-silanes, 40 mol% of Si from BTMSH and 10 mol% of Si from
BTESB precursors, at R = 2, a typical polymer chain contains 3.2,
1.7 and 2.5 monomer units, respectively. These values are consistent with 13C NMR and TGA results, which indicate that the extent
of polymerization is relatively low for the cross-linked BTMSHderived aerogel.

Fig. 12. (a) Stress–strain curves for BTMSH contained tri-methacrylate reinforced aerogels, (b) Stress–strain curves for BTESB contained tri-methacrylate reinforced aerogels,
(c) Elastic modulus versus [Tri-meth]/[TMSPM] molar ratio at different mol% of Si from BTMSH and BTESB, d) Maximum stress at break versus [Tri-meth]/[TMSPM] molar
ratio at different mol% of Si from BTMSH and BTESB.
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Fig. 13. (a) Power law dependency between elastic modulus and bulk density, (b) Power law dependency between maximum strength at break and bulk density.

3.4. Mechanical and thermal conductivity properties
The stress–strain curves obtained from compression tests to the
reinforced and nonreinforced aerogels are shown on the Fig. 12a
and b. The elastic modulus for each curve is calculated from the
slope of data near the origin (slope of initial linear part of stress–
strain curves) – Fig. 12c. The maximum stress at break of each
aerogel is indicated in Fig. 12d. As can be seen from these ﬁgures,
and data from Table 2, the maximum stress at break is improved
for cross-linked aerogels but the modulus is slightly higher for
the reinforced samples over their nonreinforced counterparts.
The polymer-reinforced aerogels have as much as one order of
magnitude higher maximum strength at break than their nonreinforced counterparts, indicating that the cross-linker indeed
enhances their mechanical strength.
Among the reinforced aerogels made by 0–40 mol% of Si from
BTMSH, the aerogel with 20 mol% and R = 2 has the highest
strength and elastic modulus. The higher strength values for this
aerogel is probably due to a higher extent of cross-linking on the
silica surface than the aerogel made with 40 mol% of Si from
BTMSH. As it was noted before, based on the 13C NMR results, a
higher percentage of BTMSH leads to a higher steric hindrance in
the aerogel structure, which hinders the accessibility of the
cross-linker to the silica surface functionality.
For the aerogels made using the aryl bridged precursor (BTESB),
the elastic modulus of the aerogel prepared with 5–10 mol% of Si
from BTESB generally decreases with increasing percentage of
BTESB. Additionally, the reinforced aerogel made with 10 mol% of
Si from BTESB and R = 2, due the higher extent of polymerization
in its surface, has a maximum strength at break slightly higher
than the aerogel containing 40 mol% of Si from BTMSH with the
same R value.
Fricke et al. [42] and Pekala et al. [43] presented the relation
between mechanical properties (e.g., Young’s modulus (E) or maximum strength etc.,) of silica aerogels and their bulk density (qb) as
power law relationship E  qa
b . Therefore, according to this scaling
law, the most straightforward methods of mechanical reinforcing
of silica aerogels result in increasing the density and therefore
increasing the thermal conductivity [44–46]. This is caused by
the increase of the total amount of material used for the
production of the gel matrix, due to the need of increasing the total
number of connection points within the silica aerogel.
The graphs of the power law dependency between the elastic
modulus and bulk density, and between the maximum stress at
break and bulk density for all tri-methacrylate reinforced aerogels
are shown in Fig. 13a and b. The power law exponent between the
elastic modulus and bulk density for silica aerogels, without
organic part, is reported to be 3 [47]. It is also reported that this
exponent strongly depends on the synthesis route and connectivity
between the secondary silica particles [46]. The power law exponent for polymer-reinforced silica aerogels is higher due to the
conformal coating of the silica aerogel and reinforcement of the

silica backbone by increasing the network connectivity between
secondary silica particles.
The method of least-squares approach was used in this study to
approximate the exponent of power law for the obtained
reinforced aerogels. As shown in Fig. 13a, the power law dependency between the elastic modulus and the bulk density of the
aerogels has an exponent of approximately 3.9. This value is comparable with those reported for the power law relationship
between the modulus and density for tri-isocyanate reinforced
silica with dipropyl amine linking groups from bis(trimethoxysilylpropyl)amine (BTSMPA) ([a] = 4.5) [48]. Similar to the previous
studies [34] [48] in which ﬂexible alkyl bridges of bis-silanes
contribute to the network connectivity, in the present work, the
hexyl and aryl bridging groups from BTMSH and BTESB provide
connections within the network. The obtained exponent for the
power law relationship between the modulus and density is in
agreement with the reported values by Nguyen et al. [48], which
applied the tri-isocyanate cross-linker with molecular structure
similar to that of the cross-linker used in the present work.
The maximum stress at break (Fig. 13b) for the reinforced aerogels shows a higher inﬂuence of the power law dependency from
polymer reinforcement. In this case, the exponent [a] is 4.8, higher
than the reported values by Nguyen et al. [a] = 4.3, for their reinforced aerogels [48]. The higher value of this exponent for the
tri-methacrylate cross-linked aerogels in this study is probably
due to the higher structure variation possible in this system, i.e.,
the fact that the amount of the total silicon concentration, fraction
of silicon derived from TMSPM and BTMSH/BTESB, amount of
cross-linker and mechanism of cross-linking all contribute to the
density, modulus and maximum stress in different ways.
Aerogels, due to their vast internal empty space, generally
exhibit low thermal conductivities and, in that regard, an obvious
application is in thermal insulation [1,35].
As shown in Fig. 14 and Table 2, the thermal conductivity of
reinforced aerogels is higher than the thermal conductivity of nonreinforced aerogels (Table 3), and it increases with the increasing

Fig. 14. Thermal conductivity of reinforced and nonreinforced aerogels with
different underlying silica structures.
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in the cross-linker concentration and, consequently, with the
increasing in the bulk density. The thermal conductivity of the
aerogel without bridged precursors, at maximum concentration
of the cross-linker, is higher than for those containing Si from
BTMSH and BTESB within their structure. As it was noted before,
this is due to the higher extent of polymerization that occurs in this
type of aerogel without bis-silane precursors (0% bis-silane, R = 2),
which leads to higher thermal conductivity (TC = 0.094 ± 0.005)
than the aerogel containing 40 mol% of Si from BTMSH and R = 2,
with a TC value of 0.084 ± 0.002.
The thermal conductivity of the aerogel made with 5–10 mol%
of Si from BTESB is far less (TC = 0.050 ± 0.002, for 10 mol% BTESB,
R = 2) than for other aerogels made with BTMSH or without bissilane precursors with comparable densities and mechanical
strength. The lower thermal conductivity can be explained by open
structure of aerogel due the high extent of porosity or volume
(conﬁrmed by porosimetry) compared to the other type of
aerogels.
The thermal transfer in porous media like silica aerogels is conducted by three pathways: (i) solid transfer, which is the heat
transfer through the chain of primary particles forming the solid
silica network; (ii) thermal radiation; (iii) heat transfer by gaseous
molecules present in the porous structure of the aerogel. In the
cross-linked aerogels, due to the additional mass inserted by the
reinforcement agents and bis-silane precursors, an increase in
the density and, consequently, in the solid or backbone thermal
conductivity of the aerogel is observed. The increase of Si mol%
from BTESB in the range of 5–10 mol% causes an improvement in
the thermal conductivity, but further increasing over 10 mol%
likely leads to rigid and non-elastic properties which are not favorable in terms of mechanical properties. The pore sizes of BTESBderived and nonreinforced aerogels were found to be larger than
those of aerogels made with and without BTMSH. The large pores
sizes often lead to large pore volumes and, thus, lead to large
porosity. Large porosity, in turn, favours low thermal conductivity.

4. Conclusions
The incorporation of alkyl and aryl bridges of bis-silane precursors in the underlying silica of aerogels along with cross-linking of
the silica surface functionality with tri-methacrylate cross-linker is
examined. In this work, the synthesis process was simpliﬁed by
eliminating the diffusion step of the monomer into the silica network, and aerogels with low densities along with improvement
in the mechanical strength and thermal insulation performance
have been obtained. Although moderate improvement in terms
of the elastic modulus for all aerogels has been achieved, still more
than one order of magnitude improvement in the compression
strength (up to 400 kPa) has been attained. The mechanical
strength improvement is somewhat limited by the aerogel’s bulk
density (qb) of 0.13 to 0.39 g cm3, which is far below the values
of the previously reported reinforced aerogels with qb > 0.4 g cm3
[11] [25–28].
Notably, in terms of BTESB derived aerogels the surface area and
extent of porosity even after cross-linking was quite high, conﬁrming a high contribution of the underlying silica on the mesoporous
structure of the aerogel. When compared to the other types of
aerogel, the reinforced BTESB based aerogel, despite of higher
extent of cross-linking (proved by TGA and 13C NMR), shows quite
ordered and larger mesopores, leading to further improvement in
terms of thermal insulation performance. In fact, the introduction
of the aryl bridges of BTESB precursor in the silica structure of
the reinforced aerogels resulted in thermal conductivity values
lower than 0.04 W m1 K1, which is less than the values found

for epoxy, styrene and isocyanate reinforced aerogels, reported so
far [25].
It is also worthy to note that the aerogel made by 10 mol% of Si
derived from BTESB is at the same time stiffer and stronger than
those made by incorporation up to 40 mol% of Si from BTMSH, with
comparable density values. However, a remarkable improvement
in the mechanical strength of BTMSH based aerogel was also
achieved, even at low concentration of cross-linker (R = 0.3), with
little changes in the density, over the non-cross-linked
counterparts.
In summary, the strong silica aerogels with improved mechanical and thermal insulation performance developed here can be
robust thermal insulator candidates for different potential
aerospace applications.
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